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Radar test systems are essential in research, 

development, production and maintenance of radar 

systems. Most test systems measure single radar 

parameters or substitute components, but do not 

test the entire system including the antenna 

frontend. This application note presents a solution 

for testing the complete radar system which 

transmits any kind of radar signal by generating 

radar echo signals with arbitrary range, Doppler 

frequency and Radar Cross Section in response. 

Hence, arbitrary virtual targets are generated 

making it possible to perform real-time tests on 

many kinds of aerospace and defense or 

commercial radar systems. 
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1 Introduction 

Radar systems are used in various applications and serve unique needs. For example, 

one application of radar is Air Traffic Control / Surveillance where radar is often applied 

to detect aircrafts, unmanned air vehicles or other targets in the air. In recent years the 

automotive industry has applied radar in cars to improve safety with collision 

avoidance, blind spot detection, and automatic cruise control. Military uses of radar 

include air space surveillance, e.g. to detect ballistic missiles, and have a variety of 

systems for detecting border threats from land, air, and sea. Each of these radar 

systems were developed for a specific application. This resulted in a specific physical 

size of the radar, operation frequency, waveform, transmit power, antenna aperture 

and many other unique parameters. Many parameters have to be tested to ensure 

proper functionality. This can be performed by ensuring proper transmit power and 

waveform parameters, e.g. using an Rohde & Schwarz Signal and Spectrum Analyzer 

FSW with the FSW-K6 Pulse Measurement Application. 

After fielding of a radar system these measurements are not of major importance 

anymore. Operators are often interested in a quick overview and main functionality test 

which covers the most important task of radar, namely target detection and tracking. 

For this case, targets need to be generated over the entire unambiguous range, 

unambiguous radial velocity interval and azimuth/ elevation coverage with different 

Radar Cross Sections (RCS) to ensure a certain detection and false alarm rate of the 

radar system. Another important performance factor is radar accuracy, which has to be 

measured from time to time, as components, such as power amplifiers, filters or 

circulators age and signal generation and detection become adversely effected.  

Often these tests are performed in the field at a test range under controlled conditions, 

where jets fly around, vessels or artificial targets are deployed, detected, and tracked 

by the radar. GPS coordinates of a target are then compared with the radar data to 

check the radar performance. These tests can be extremely time-consuming, complex 

and expensive. But to ensure correct functioning of the entire radar capability and to 

build up confidence the complete system has to be tested including radar RF frontend, 

transmission and reception, the entire signal processing chain down to detection 

algorithms. This is now possible to be tested in a cost effective way with the Rohde & 

Schwarz radar target generator. 

The Rohde & Schwarz radar target generator application consists of commercial off-

the-shelf (COTS) measurement instruments such as a signal analyzer and a vector 

signal generator. It captures a transmitted radar signal from the Radar Under Test 

(RUT), generates target range by delaying the received radar signal and introducing a 

desired radial velocity due Doppler frequency shift before retransmitting the 

manipulated signal back to the radar. Additionally RCS can be set by attenuation of the 

transmitted signal. The system does not need to know which kind of radar waveform 

has been transmitted. It acts like a Digital Radio Frequency Memory (DRFM) built out 

of COTS measurement equipment. This allows multi-purpose usage, as these devices 

may also be required for other signal analysis or signal generation applications. 

However, when used in combination, these two instruments can also be used as a 

radar target generator which brings the field to the lab. 
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This radar target generator is capable to receive, manipulate and retransmit radar 

waveforms transmitted by the Radar Under Test and thus generate a single or multiple 

virtual radar echo signals. 
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2 Radar Principle 

Radar has the ability to measure range and radial velocity of a target very accurately. 

Depending on the antenna design azimuth and elevation angle can also be measured. 

This chapter reviews the range and Doppler measurement aspects, before going into 

detail on how to generate virtual radar targets to simplify radar test environments.  

In case further information on radar is of interest, the white paper "Radar Waveforms 

for A&D and Automotive Radar, 1MA239" [1] explains all necessary radar basics and 

introduces different kinds of waveforms. The application note "Overview of Tests on 

Radar Systems and Components, 1MA127" [2] provides an overview of the most 

important radar measurements. Other measurement needs for specific applications, 

such frequency agile radar, are explained as in "Simplified analysis of frequency agile 

radars" [3]. 

2.1 Range measurement 

Range is measured using the physical law of signal propagation time 𝜏 between the 

transmit and receive signal, Figure 1 [1].  

 

Figure 1: Radar principle 

Measuring the signal propagation time 𝜏 of a transmitted single pulse, range 𝑅 can be 

determined where 𝑐 is the speed of light, as given in Equation 1.   

𝑅 =  
𝑐

2
𝜏 

Equation 1: Range measurement using signal propagation time. 

Pulsed radar is used in many applications. However, there are also continuous wave 

(CW) radars, which transmit and receive at the same time. This type of radar typically 

operates with a much lower peak transmit power than a pulsed system, but requires 

good isolation between the transmitter and receiver.  
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Figure 2: CW radar with a linear upchirp 
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For the case of continuous wave radar, the frequency shift between the receive and 

transmit signals is measured by mixing the receive signal (green) with the 

instantaneous transmit frequency (blue), as shown in Figure 2. This frequency shift; the 

so called beat frequency 𝑓𝐵, is directly related to signal propagation time 𝜏 and the 

signal parameters such as bandwidth 𝑓𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝and coherent processing interval 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝐼 

which determine the chirp-rate. 

 

► For any radar, the signal propagation time 𝜏 is the basis for range measurements. 

Therefore, a radar target simulator must have the ability to introduce a very 

accurate, user controlled time delay with extremely low standard deviation to the 

radar signal, before retransmission.  

2.2 Radial velocity measurement 

Radial velocity of a target detected is measured using the Doppler frequency shift [1]. 

In comparison to the transmitted signal, the receive signal is shifted by the Doppler 

frequency 𝑓𝐷, which is proportional to the relative radial velocity of the object as a 

function of wavelength 𝜆 described in Equation 2. 

𝑓𝐷 =  −
2

𝜆
𝑣𝑟 

Equation 2: Doppler frequency determines relative radial velocity 

In pulsed radar, the Doppler frequency shift is measured as a phase shift from 

consecutively received radar echo pulses of a target. In unmodulated continuous wave 

radar the Doppler frequency shift is directly measured as the difference between 

transmit and receive signal frequency. Depending on the waveform transmitted, 

Doppler frequency shift contributes also to the beat frequency, such as in FMCW with 

linear frequency (chirp) modulation (see Figure 2). 

 

► For any radar, the Doppler frequency shift 𝑓𝐷 is the basis for radial velocity 

measurements. Therefore, the radar target simulator must have the ability to 

introduce a very accurate, user controlled Doppler frequency shift with extremely 

low standard deviation to the radar signal, before retransmission.  
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3 Radar Target Generation 

This chapter describes the target generation principle using RF fading simulation. The 

measurement setup and system performance are explained. 

The Rohde & Schwarz SMW-B14 Fading Simulator Extension is the key component for 

radar target simulation. This hardware option for the vector signal generator was 

originally designed for mobile communications testing. The software has the ability to 

manipulate I/Q data "online" inside the signal processing chain. This ability is now used 

to generate virtual radar targets and to enable a radar target generator application to 

simplify complete radar tests, including the entire RF chain. 

Some of the most important capabilities include:  

ı up to 20 fading paths, which results in up to 20 targets in arbitrary range-Doppler 

cells 

ı fading bandwidth of 160 MHz (option R&S®SMW-K522) 

ı relative Doppler frequency shifts between targets of up to +- 4 kHz with the 

R&S®SMW-B14 option 

ı very large Doppler shifts can be applied to all targets by tuning the transmitter 

carrier frequency (e.g. for the R&S®SMW200A between100 kHz and 20 GHz) 

while the receiver (R&S®FSW) remains locked to the nominal radar frequency. 

Therefore a Doppler frequency shift in the GHz range could be generated. 

ı An adjustable time delay with a maximum of 0.5 s (up to 75 000 km range) 

The table below shows the hardware requirements for a radar target generator 

operating in frequency bands up to 20 GHz with 160 MHz bandwidth and the ability to 

create up to 20 targets.  

 

Hardware and Software 

1 R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator with firmware >= 3.01.086.54  

ı R&S®SMW-B120 100 kHz to 20 GHz  

ı R&S®SMW-K522  Baseband extension to 160 MHz RF Bandwidth 

ı R&S®SMW-B10 Baseband generator with realtime coder and ARB 
(64 Msample), 120 MHz RF bandwidth 

ı R&S®SMW-B13T Signal Routing and Baseband Main Module, two I/Q paths to 
RF 

ı R&S®SMW-B14 Fading Simulator  

1 R&S®FSW26 Signal and Spectrum Analyzer 

ı R&S®FSW-B4 OCXO Precision Reference Frequency 

ı R&S®FSW-B17 Digital Baseband Interface 

ı R&S®FSW-B160 160 MHz Analysis Bandwidth 

2 RF Cables, Power Cables, Ethernet Cable (optional) 

1 Digital IQ Cable, BNC Cable, Circulator or RX and TX Antenna 

Table 1: Hardware Requirements 
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3.1 Measurement System Overview 

The radar target generator depicted in Figure 3 consists of an R&S®FSW Signal and 

Spectrum Analyzer and an R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator. The spectrum 

analyzer is used for down-conversion and digitalization of the radar transmit signal. It 

captures the waveform seamlessly and streams the in-phase and quadrature 

components (I/Q) continuously to the signal generator. The generator is used for signal 

manipulation and retransmission. An inbuilt fading block in the transmission line, 

normally used in mobile communication applications, manipulates the I/Q data before 

up-conversion to the desired radio frequency and retransmission. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Radar Target Generator principle setup 

3.2 Radar Target Generator Setup 

An example radar system operating at 2.3 GHz is used for demonstration purposes.  

The R&S®SMW200A vector signal generator is able to operate at frequencies up to 20 

GHz, which is why radars operating up to this frequency can be tested. 

I/Q Data Stream Reference 

Radar RF 

RX/TX 

RX 

TX 

R&S®SMW200A 

R&S®FSW 
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3.2.1 Connection Setup 

Connect the Radar Under Test (RUT) RF transmitter to the R&S®FSW Signal and 

Spectrum analyzer RF Input.  

 

NOTE: 

Use a proper attenuator to limit the input power to maximum of 

+30dBm. A power input of 0 dBm is recommended. 

 

 

Figure 4: R&S®FSW Signal and Spectrum Analyzer Front 

 

Connect the RUT RF receiver to the R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator RF 

Output A.  

 

Figure 5: R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator Front 

 

Make the following cable connections: 

RUT RF  

Transmitter 

RUT RF  

Receiver 
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ı Power cables 

ı R&S®FSW 10 MHz Reference Output (REF OUTPUT 10MHz 10dBm) to the 

R&S®SMW200A Reference Input (REF IN) 

ı R&S®FSW Digital Baseband Output (Digital Baseband Output) to the 

R&S®SMW200A Coder Input (DIG I/Q INOUT) 

 

 

Figure 6: R&®FSW Signal and  

Spectrum Analyzer back panel 

 

Figure 7: R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator back panel 

 
Optionally make the following cable connections: 
 

ı Ethernet Cable R&S®SMW200A for remote control of the signal generator 

Power cable 

DIG I/Q 10 MHz 

Reference 

Power cable 
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ı Radar Trigger Cable BNC   R&S®SMW200A User 1 Input to trigger the signal 

generator for user defined actions, e.g. co-existence test (requires loading a 

waveform to the R&S®SMW200A ARB generator), see section 4.3. 

 

3.3 Instrument Settings 

Start both measurement instruments and configure the instrument settings according 
to the instructions detailed in the following 
 

3.3.1 R&S®FSW Signal and Spectrum Analyzer Setup 

Load the defaults by pressing 

ı PRESET 

 

Select the RUT RF frequency, e.g. 

ı FREQ: 2.3 GHz 

 

Ensure the use of an internal reference signal 

ı Setup: Reference: Internal Reference 

 

Figure 8: Reference Frequency 

 
Select the measurement mode 
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ı MODE: IQ ANALYZER  

 

Figure 9: IQ Analyzer 

 

ı SPAN: Sample Rate: 200 MHz 

 

Figure 10: Sample Rate 
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Set the IQ Output 

ı OVERVIEW: Output: Digital IQ: On 

 

Figure 11: Output Settings 

 

Figure 12: Switch Digital IQ Output on 

3.3.2 R&S®SMW200A Vector Signal Generator Setup 

Load the defaults  

ı PRESET 

Select the RUT RF frequency, e.g.  

ı FREQ 2.3 GHz  
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► Note: any frequency offset in the R&S®SMW200A compared to the R&S®FSW 

frequency will generate a constant Doppler frequency shift in addition to the 

Fading settings) 

Check for external 10 MHz Reference Signal 

ı Setup: Reference Freq / LO Coupling:  

- Source: External 

- External Reference Frequency: 10 MHz 

 

Figure 13: External Reference Frequency 

 

Switch on the Baseband Input A, check for the Spectrum Analyzer Digital IQ 

connection and set the sampling frequency equivalent to the Sampling rate from 

the R&S®FSW. 

ı BB Input A: Baseband Input Settings: Sample Rate: User Defined: 200 MHz 
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Figure 14: Baseband Input Settings 

 

Figure 15: Baseband Sampling Rate 

 

The connected device (R&S®FSW) is shown in the Baseband Input Settings general 

tab. 

ı Switch on the RF Output A 
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Figure 16: Switch on the RF 

 

► Note: It is possible to view the I/Q or RF data stream inside the vector signal 

generator by pressing the "wave" button as shown above. By adding a stream at a 

defined position, the actual I/Q data can be reviewed. 

 

Figure 17: Add an I/Q data stream 
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Figure 18: View the IQ-Diagram 

 

3.4 Radar Target Generator 

To generate virtual radar targets the fading simulator in the R&S®SMW200A is used. 

 

ı Switch on Fading A 

Navigate to Path Table and select the first tab. Change the properties to "Pure 

Doppler" or "Static Path", depending on the desired simulated target. 

"Pure Doppler" can generate a delay and Doppler frequency shift. 

"Static Path" generates a time delay. 
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Figure 19: Switch on Fading A 

 

Open the "Fading Settings" 

 

Figure 20: Fading Settings 
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Switch on the first "State", select the profile "Static Path" and insert "Additional Delay". 

In this example below 2 µs delay were added. This simulates a radar echo signal 2 µs 

delayed in addition to the internal delay of the measurement instruments. 

► Note: Fading is an option that has been developed specifically for the 

environment of mobile handsets designed. Therefore, the wording in this option is 

different to what radar engineers are accustomed to. However, as the physics are 

the same, this option can also be used in radar testing. 

 

Figure 21: Add the delay in a static path 

 

Note: additional targets are generated by switching on additional "States". 

 

Additional Doppler frequency shift is generated. Therefore, the "Pure Doppler" is 

selected.  

Note: the delay of 2 µs is still active. 
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Figure 22: Pure Doppler Profile 

 

 Set a desired Doppler frequency shift of 100 m/s, for example.  

► Note: The Doppler frequency shift in the Fading option is designed for mobile 

communication. Hence, a "one-way" Doppler is generated. Therefore, the radar 

will measure half of the Doppler frequency shift, that has been set in the fading 

settings. 

 

Figure 23: Doppler frequency shift 
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The "Frequency ratio" can be set to a value in between -1 ... +1 and hence allows 

generation of negative Doppler frequency shifts. 

 

3.5 Radar Target Generator Performance 

In the following, we discuss how the performance of the radar target simulator can be 

measured and quantified; specifically the signal processing delay and the phase noise 

performance. 

The signal processing delay determines the minimum range that can be simulated 

using the radar target generator. This delay can be measured using an oscilloscope 

such as the R&S®RTO or R&S®RTE Digital oscilloscope.  

 Phase noise performance determines the radar's ability to detect or suppress targets 

with a Doppler frequency shift very close to the carrier. The phase noise performance 

of the R&S®FSW and R&S®SMW200A collaboration can be well characterized using 

a Phase Noise Analyzer such as the R&S®FSUP. 

3.5.1 Signal Processing Delay  

For accurate radar measurements the delay through the instruments has to be 

measured. This can be done using an oscilloscope. For simplicity of the setup an 

internal ARB signal in the SMW is added to the simulator signal path thus generating 

an original waveform and its echo signal at the RF output of the R&S®SMW. 
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The ARB signal (e.g. pulse signal with 1µs pulse length and 1ms PRI) of the 

R&S®SMW200A path A is split at the output and fed back through the Target 

Simulator (R&S®FSW Spectrum Analyzer to Signal Generator IQ Baseband Input). 

The second output path B is fed into the R&S®RTO Digital Oscilloscope Channel 1.  

The CODER2 INPUT is configured as the input to the second RF path B of the 

R&S®SMW200A. Without applying any fading, the signal is transmitted at the RF path 

B of the signal generator. Thereby an original and a time delayed signal are generated 

and can be measured simultaneously with a two channel oscilloscope, Figure 24. 

 

 

 

 

 

Both signals are compared with a two channel oscilloscope by triggering on the first 

signal from the arbitrary baseband generator (ARB). 

► Note: The frequency of the signal generator and analyzer has to fit into the 

measurement range of the oscilloscope. In this measurement, 1 GHz was used. 

 

R&S®FSW 

RF Input 

Power  

Splitter 

IQ Data 

Stream 
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Figure 24: Time delay measurement through the instruments 

 

The R&S®RTO delay measurement functionality is used. As a measurement basis a 

math function is set which determines the envelope of both signals. The delay between 

the two signals is then measured automatically including statistical parameters.  

The measured time delay was in this case 12.418 µs with a standard deviation of about 

350 ps measured over several thousand measurement cycles.  

► Note: This standard deviation of about 350 ps would introduce a range 

uncertainty of about 5 cm to the generated radar target. 

► Note: The I/Q interface between R&S®SMW200A and R&S®FSW is 

synchronized as soon as the BB INPUT is switched on. Due to the 

synchronization process it may happen that the static time delay is different from 

the 12.418 µs stated in this application note. It is therefore recommended to be 

measured. 

 

Original 

pulse signal 

DIG IQ 

Connection 

from the 

FSW Delayed 

Output Signal 
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Figure 25: Time delay measurement using R&S®RTO  

 

3.5.2 Phase Noise 

The phase noise of a radar target simulator is one of the most critical performance 

parameters. For example, to measure fixed target suppression of a radar system, the 

test instrument needs to have better phase performance than the radar itself.  

In most radar systems which use a single local oscillator (LO) for both transmit and 

receive paths, phase noise close to the carrier can be cancelled by self-correlation. 

This is because near field echoes will find the LO in about the same state as during 

transmission. As a consequence phase noise is partially cancelled out for low 

frequencies. This improves the fixed target suppression.  

See [4] for further information on phase noise suppression using correlation and clutter 

filter.  

The phase noise performance of the radar target simulator has been measured for S-, 

X- and Ku-Band with an R&S®FSUP Signal Source Analyzer. The results are shown in 

Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28. 

 

Original 

pulse signal 

Time delayed 

pulse signal 

Standard 

Deviation 
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Figure 26: S-Band Phase Noise Performance  

 

Figure 27: X-Band Phase Noise Performance 

 

Figure 28: Ku-Band Phase Noise Performance 
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4 Radar Tests 

Several radar tests can be brought from the field to the lab. Basically, the entire radar 

system can be tested including the antenna, transmitter, receiver, filtering, baseband 

signal processing and all other components. All tests could even be performed 

automatically by using remote commands. One could also test the susceptibility to 

neighboring services, like co-existence tests with mobile networks. Subsets of these 

tests are explained in detail, though the applications are not limited to those described 

here. 

For demonstration purposes Rohde & Schwarz has built their own software defined 

radar (SDR) using a signal generator and analyzer and signal processing using 

MATLAB®. The carrier frequency of the SDR is flexible in between 100 kHz and 20 

GHz, the bandwidth can be up to 160 MHz and the coherent processing interval can be 

arbitrarily configured. In the demo system R&S further implemented an FMCW 

waveform with multi-target resolution capabilities in software. The SDR also allows a 

Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) threshold setting.  

This SDR is used for demonstration of the following tests. The GUI of the software 

defined radar is shown in Figure 29 without any target present.  

 

Figure 29: GUI of the SDR 

Spectrum 

Range-

Doppler 

map 

Target list 
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4.1 Single Target Generation 

The radar target simulator is used to generate a single radar echo signal at a range of 

2000 m and -25 m/s radial velocity.  

With a fixed delay of 12.418 µs as explained in subsection 3.5.1, the additional delay of 

0.9154 µs generates 2000 m range. The Doppler frequency shift of -50 m/s generates -

25 m/s radial velocity in the radar, due to two-way Doppler. This echo signal is 

received by the SDR and processed. Range and radial velocity are drawn in a range-

Doppler map and a target list is generated.  

To generate a single target, navigate to the fading settings path table in the 

R&S®SMW200A, select the Pure Doppler profile and insert the additional delay and 

speed. 

ı Fading Settings: Path Table 

ı State: On 

ı Profile: Pure Doppler 

ı Additional Delay: 0.9154 µs 

ı Speed: 50 m/s 

 

Figure 30: Single radar echo signal 

 

Test result 

The results are shown in Figure 31. The deviation from the true range and Doppler 

frequency shift is very low. The accuracy of the SDR is less than 0.15 m in range and 

less than 0.005 m/s in Doppler. 
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Figure 31: Single target generated at a range of 2000 m and Doppler shift of -25 m/s 

4.2 Range and Radial Velocity Resolution Verification 

Range resolution is verified. Therefore a second target with the same radial velocity as 

the first target is defined in the target generator. The range of the second target is 

changed over time (set closer to the first target) until the radar system detects a single 

target only. The distance between the two targets just before they cannot be resolved 

anymore indicates the true range resolution.  

∆R =  |𝑅2 − 𝑅1|  [m] 

 

Example: 

The radar system under test is the software defined radar as explained above. The 

bandwidth of this system is 20 MHz. Hence the expected range resolution is 7.5 m. 

A single target was already set in the R&S®SMW200A Fading option. A second target 

is set with the same radial velocity, but different range with 0.2 µs offset (distance of 30 

m to the first target). Remember the delay through the target simulator, which has been 

measured as 12.418 µs. 

Single target  

R=2000 m, vr=-25 m/s  
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ı Profile: Pure Doppler 

ı Path Loss: 0 dB 

ı Additional Delay: 1.0154 µs  

ı Speed: 50 m/s 

 

Figure 32: Second target 

 

Figure 33 verifies the second target to be 30 m apart from the first target at a range of 

2030 m. A zoom into the spectrum verifies the two local maxima. Both targets have 

nearly the same radial velocity.  

This test verifies a resolution of at least 30 m, but already indicates that the SDR 

measures radial velocity under this condition less accurately.  
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Figure 33: Range resolution verification. 

 

Now, the second target is set closer to the first target. The distance between target 1 

and target 2 is now 15 m. 

ı Additional Delay of path 2 is changed from 1.0154 µs to 0.9154 µs  

The result of moving the second target closer to the first target is shown in Figure 34. 

The software defined radar measurement results in a greater deviation in radial 

velocity. The signal processor even determines a third target, which is ghost target. 

These measurement errors occur, due to signal processing and range resolution. One 

could now go more into detail with the signal processing, e.g. with windowing, to 

improve range resolution. 

If the target is set even closer to the first target, both targets fall together and only 

single target is measured. 

Two targets 

R1=2000 m, vr1=-23 m/s 

R2=2030 m, vr2=-24.5 m/s 
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Figure 34: Second target at a range of 2015 m results in a degraded radial velocity measurement and 

a ghost target. 

 

Doppler frequency resolution can be measured in a similar way. For this measurement, 

the range of two targets is set to the same value and Doppler frequency shift is varied. 

4.3 Co-Existence Test 

Radar performance has to be tested for co-existence with other services. This must be 

assessed as Long Term Evolution (LTE) for example uses adjacent S-Band 

frequencies to Air Traffic Control (ATC) radar [5], [6]. 

One could think of testing the radar in different ways. Noise can for example be 

broadcasted on the same frequencies as the radar operates. Another possibility could 

be an LTE, WiMAX or DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcast Terrestrial) base-station, which 

broadcasts on adjacent frequencies. One example of how other signals disturb the 

SDR is shown using the radar target generator. The results are shown in the figures 

below. 

 

Two targets and a ghost 

target, which has not been 

cancelled out by the signal 

processor 
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Example: 

The second RF path of the R&S®SMW200A is used to transmit the signal which is co-

existing with the radar. RF path B is therefore activated and tuned to the desired 

frequency. 

ı FREQ: 2.3 GHz (or desired frequency) 

The waveform which is disturbing the radar signal is loaded into the ARB and replayed. 

There is no synchronization to the radar.  

ı Baseband B: ARB > Load Waveform > select waveform > On 

 

Figure 35: Loading an arbitrary waveform into the generator 

 

I/Q Modulation and RF Output are enabled and the RF Level is set to the desired 

power level. 

ı I/Q Mod B: On 

ı RF B: On 

ı LEVEL: -30 dBm (or desired value) 
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Figure 36: Switch on I/Q Mod B and RF B 

 

The measurement result of the Rohde & Schwarz SDR demo radar is depicted in 

Figure 37.  

 

Figure 37: SDR measurement under presence of another RF signal 

Increased noise 

floor and target 

with lower SNR  
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The target is still present but is not detected anymore, as the threshold (CFAR) is too 

high. 

A reduction of the threshold would enable the radar to detect the echo signal, but due 

to lower signal-to-noise of the echo signal this would then also result in less accurate 

range-Doppler measurement. 

4.4 Minimum Detectable Signal (MDS) 

The minimum detectable signal test shows the minimum signal power, which is 

necessary to detect a radar echo signal. Therefore the system is setup as described 

above and the signal power is decreased as long as the radar echo signal is detected 

by the radar. As soon as the target vanishes, the minimum signal power is reached 

and can directly be copied from the R&S®SMW200A level display (minus any signal 

losses due to RF cables and connectors to the device under test).  

To run the test, set a single static target in the fading settings at a certain range. The 

target detection is verified on the radar screen. 

ı Fading Settings > Path Table > State 1 "on", "Static Path" 

ı Additional Delay: e.g. 10 µs 

 

Figure 38: Fading settings for a single static target. 

 

The RF output power of the R&S®SMW200A is decreased as long as the target is 

detected by the radar. 

ı Press: LEVEL and adjust the RF level output power 

As soon as the radar misses the target, the minimum detectable signal level is 

reached. 

The RF output power level, which the R&S®SMW200A transmits, is the minimum 

detection threshold, which is necessary for the radar to detect the target. 

In this case, the minimum detectable signal has to have a signal power of -121.0 dBm.  
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Figure 39: Reducing the RF level. 

4.5 Fixed Target Suppression (FTS) 

Fixed target suppression is a performance factor, which describes the performance to 

suppress static targets. This measurement is necessary due to non-ideal hardware 

which introduces phase noise; jitter and drift into the system and hence contributes a 

phase error to a radar target echo signals. The phase comparison of consecutive radar 

echo pulses will therefore be unequal zero, which is why static targets also appear as 

moving ones.  

High performance oscillators can reduce phase noise to a minimum, which results in  

better fixed target suppression. 

To measure the fixed target suppression performance, the following test can be done: 

1. Adjust the RF power level to a value at which the target is detected well, e.g. -25 

dBm or another convenient power level. 

ı LEVEL: - 25.0 dBm 

2. Generate a moving radar target (Doppler frequency shift + range) 

ı FADING SETTINGS: Path Table: Pure Doppler > set Additional Delay and Speed 

3. Detect the target with your radar and increase the detection threshold at your 

radar system until the target vanishes from the radar screen. 

4. Remember this value "𝑝1" (e.g. in dB) 
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5. Set the Doppler frequency shift of the generated radar echo signal to zero. 

ı FADING SETTINGS: Path Table: Pure Doppler > set Speed to 0 

6. Decrease the detection threshold of your radar until the target is detected as a 

moving target. 

7. Remember this value "𝑝2" (e.g. in dB) 

8. The difference of value  𝑝2 and value 𝑝1 is the fixed target suppression in dB. 

 𝐹𝑇𝑆 =  𝑝2 −  𝑝1  [dB] 

 

 

Figure 40: Fading A Path Table with Pure Doppler profile 
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5 Summary 

Radar systems are the most important sensors in many applications. Nowadays safety 

applications for the automotive industry, such as Collision Avoidance or pedestrian 

detection use radar sensors. Automated driving and Automatic Cruise Control for 

example requires radar sensors to sense the environment and detect obstacles. Also 

aerospace & defense make use of radar operating from RF up to very high frequencies 

in W-band for a variety of applications. 

The reliability requirements on radar systems are extremely high, which is why test and 

measurement of these systems is of major importance. Rohde & Schwarz has 

therefore presented a solution to test the entire radar system including the antenna, 

transmitter and receiver all the way down to the signal processing. The radar target 

generator application truly enables such a test of the entire radar system.  

This application note explained how to employ a vector signal generator and signal 

analyzer as a radar target generator, and to operate these two COTS instruments 

basically as a digital radio frequency memory (DRFM). It explains the setup step-by-

step, the performance of the instruments and explains example radar tests, such as 

"minimum detectable signal", "fixed target suppression", "resolution verification" and 

"co-existence" tests in detail. These tests are used to verify a software defined radar 

(SDR) operating in S-Band. 

The multi-purpose benefit of measurement equipment that can also be used as a radar 

target generator increases the flexibility of a test laboratory. A vector signal generator 

and a signal and spectrum analyzer are already applied in many individual radar tests. 

For example, to substitute components, to measure phase noise, to analyze the 

transmitted radar signal for stability, pulse power or ripple and droop. As a bundle, 

these two instruments can also be used as a radar target generator to test the entire 

radar system. Tests can therefore be brought from the field into the lab without 

additional costs, with high repeatability and improved automated test possibilities. This 

application note demonstrates how to achieve this. 
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6 Ordering Information 

Designation                          Type                                      Order No.                           

Vector Signal Generator R&S
®
SMW200A 1412.0000.02 

Frequency Options, 100 kHz to 3 
GHz 

R&S
®
SMW-B103 1413.0004.02 

Frequency Options, 100 kHz to 6 
GHz 

R&S
®
SMW-B106 1413.0104.02 

Frequency Options, 100 kHz to 20 
GHz 

R&S®SMW-B120 1413.0404.02 

Baseband generator with realtime 
coder and ARB (64 Msample), 
120 MHz RF bandwidth 

R&S®SMW-B10 1413.1200.02 

Signal Routing and Baseband 
Main Module, one I/Q path to RF 

R&S®SMW-B13 1413.2807.02 

Signal Routing and Baseband 
Main Module, two I/Q paths to RF 

R&S®SMW-B13T 1413.3003.02 

Fading Simulator R&S®SMW-B14 1413.1500.02 

Dynamic Fading R&S®SMW-K71 1413.3532.02 

ARB Memory Extension to 512 
Msample 

R&S®SMW-K511 1413.6860.02 

ARB Memory Extension to 1 
Gsample 

R&S®SMW-K512 1413.6919.02 

Baseband Extension to 160 MHz 
RF bandwidth 

R&S®SMW-K522 1413.6960.02 

Baseband Extension to 160 MHz 
RF bandwidth 

R&S®SMW-K522 1413.6960.02 

   

Signal und Spektrum Analyser 2 
Hz to 8 GHz 

R&S®FSW8 1312.8000K08 

Signal und Spektrum Analyser 2 
Hz to 16 GHz 

R&S®FSW13 1312.8000K13 

Signal und Spektrum Analyser 2 
Hz to 26.5 GHz 

R&S®FSW26 1312.8000K26 

OCXO Precision Reference 
Frequency 

R&S®FSW-B4 1313.0703.02 

Digital Baseband Interface R&S®FSW-B17 1313.0784.02 

28 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B28 1313.1645.02 

40 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B40 1313.0861.02 

80 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B80 1313.0878.02 

160 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B160 1313.1668.02 

320 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B320 1313.7172.02 

500 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B500 1313.4296.02 

Pulse Measurements R&S®FSW-K6 1313.1322.02 

Transient Measurement 
Application 

R&S®FSW-K60 1313.7495.02 

Transient Chirp Measurement  R&S®FSW-K60C 1322.9745.02 

Transient Hop Measurement R&S®FSW-K60H 1322.9916.02 
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Digital oscilloscope 1 GHz, 2 
channels 

R&S®RTO1012 1316.1000.12 

Digital oscilloscope 2 GHz, 2 
channels 

R&S®RTO1022 1316.1000.22 

Digital oscilloscope 4 GHz, 4 
channels 

R&S®RTO1044 1316.1000.44 

Digital Oscilloscope 1 GHz, 2 
channels 

R&S®RTE1102 1317.2500.02 
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Rohde & Schwarz is an independent group of 

companies specializing in electronics. It is a leading 

supplier of solutions in the fields of test and 
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radiolocation, as well as secure communications. 
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Schwarz has a global presence and a dedicated 

service network in over 70 countries. Company 

headquarters are in Munich, Germany. 
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1-888-TEST-RSA (1-888-837-8772) 
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Latin America 
+1-410-910-7988 
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+65 65 13 04 88 
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Environmental commitment 

ı Energy-efficient products  

ı Continuous improvement in environmental 

sustainability 

ı ISO 14001-certified environmental 

management system 

  

 

 

This application note and the supplied programs 
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